FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENT RELATIONS

The relationships between faculty, staff, residents, fellows and patients should demonstrate the highest standards of ethical conduct in all educational settings and be conducted without abuse, humiliation, harassment and exploitation of relationships for personal gain or advantage. Any questions, concerns or breaches in professional relations may result in disciplinary action and should be brought immediately to the attention of the Designated Institutional Official (DIO)/designee. Possible ramifications of violations in standards of ethical conduct include review and subsequent disciplinary action which could ultimately lead to termination/dismissal.

In particular, all faculty and staff, including residents and fellows, must be aware that amorous relationships with students are likely to lead to difficulties and have the potential to place faculty and staff at great personal and professional risk. The power difference inherent in the faculty-student or staff-student relationship means that any amorous relationship between a faculty or staff member and a student is potentially exploitative or could at any time be perceived as exploitative and should be avoided. In the event of a charge of Sexual Harassment arising from such circumstances, the University will in general be unsympathetic to a defense based upon consent when the facts establish that a faculty-student or staff-student power differential existed within the relationship.

Moreover, amorous relationships between supervisors and their subordinate employees often adversely affect decisions, distort judgment, and undermine workplace morale for all employees, including those not directly engaged in the relationship. Any University employee who participates in supervisory or administrative decisions concerning an employee with whom s/he has or has had an amorous relationship has a conflict of interest in those situations.

Accordingly, the University prohibits all faculty and staff from pursuing or engaging in amorous relationships with undergraduate students; prohibits all faculty and staff from pursuing or engaging in relationships with graduate students under that faculty or staff member’s authority; and prohibits all faculty and staff from pursuing or engaging in amorous relationships with employees whom they supervise.

UConn’s Policy Against Discrimination, Harassment and Related Interpersonal Violence, Including Sexual and Gender Based Harassment, Sexual Assault, Sexual Exploitation, Intimate Partner Violence, Stalking, Complicity, Retaliation and Inappropriate Amorous Relationships sets forth the University’s conduct expectations regarding amorous relationships in greater detail.
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